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Serving Kenyon College and Gambier, Ohio Since 1856

The Collegian
Is a liberal arts education enough?
Increasingly, Kenyon’s peer schools are offering
pre-professional majors. Why don’t we?
PAIGE SHERMIS
A&E EDITOR

Emma Sajsa ’14, a music major from Denver, Colo., hopes to one day work in music
education. For her senior comps project, she
is shadowing a music teacher in three Knox
County schools. She volunteers at Wiggin
Street Elementary and worked at a children’s
camp this summer.
Still, something may stand between Sajsa
and her chosen field: Kenyon doesn’t offer a
music education certificate, or an education
certificate at all.
“At the end of my freshman year, and [during] the first half of my sophomore year, I
thought about going back to Colorado and going to a state school that had a music education
program,” Sajsa said.
For years, Kenyon has held firm in its conviction that it should not offer any pre-professional programs. But many peer institutions,
including in the Ohio Five, offer curricula in
education, journalism, business, engineering
and nursing — leaving some students asking
why Kenyon hasn’t followed suit.
Kenyon’s Present
According to Interim Provost Joe Klesner,
much of the answer lies in history. “Historically, we haven’t had [pre-professional programs].
The College has been one of the American liberal arts colleges that is, curricularly, most traditional,” Klesner said. Though Klesner noted
that the faculty
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The following are preprofessional majors and tracks
offered by peer institutions.
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Though none of the
35 majors offered at
Kenyon are explicitly pre-professional, the College does
provide
pre-med
and pre-engineering tracks. Additionally, some students elect to pursue
synoptic majors in
order to attain more
vocational training.
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Former student
sues College

Suit alleges mistreatment during
sexual misconduct investigation.
SAM COLT | SENIOR NEWS EDITOR

Stephen Zingarelli, a former Kenyon student who was acquitted in June on charges of
rape and gross sexual imposition, filed a lawsuit on Thursday, Dec. 5 against Kenyon, the
student who accused him of rape and a former Sexual Misconduct Advisor (SMA), Ellen
Kaufman ’13. The suit was first reported by the
Mount Vernon News.
In the suit, which contains 14 individual
counts, Zingarelli accuses Kenyon of breach of
contract and negligence in the training and supervision of SMAs. The suit also accuses the
College of violating Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 by discriminating
against him based on his gender.
“Kenyon’s Student Conduct Review process constitutes a pattern of decision-making
whereby Kenyon’s disciplinary procedures governing sexual assault claims are discriminatorily applied and motivated by an archaic view
of the sexes,” the suit says, referring to the College’s system, independent of the courts, for
adjudicating claims against students.
The suit’s emphasis on Zingarelli’s gender
has provoked discussion among the student
body, most visibly in an anonymous comment
briefly posted to the Kenyon Confessions Facebook page on Tuesday evening.
“It pisses me off that men on this campus are
page 3
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Dugas leaves ResLife As business takes off, junior leaves hill

SARAH LEHR
NEWS EDITOR

PHOEBE ROE
NEWS ASSISTANT

In the wake of an unusual
mid-semester resignation by former Assistant Dean for Housing
and Residential Life Alicia Dugas, the College has taken steps to
form a search committee for her
replacement. The committee, led
by “a representative group of faculty members, students and College staff” will begin a national
search this January, according to
Dean of Students Hank Toutain.
Associate Director of Housing and Residential Life Lindsay
Faulstick and Assistant Director
for Housing and Residential Life
Lisa Train will take on Dugas’
duties on an interim basis. “We
are one set of hands less than we
were before the Thanksgiving
break. However, we are taking
the challenge in stride,” Faulstick
wrote in an email to the Collegian.
Dugas, who began her seventh year at Kenyon this fall,
cited a desire to spend time with
her two-year-old triplets as the
reason for her resignation. Many

Kenyon. He majors
in history, has played
on Kenyon’s baseball
team and runs a million-dollar technology
company called Tapp
Industries. After winter break, Wagnitz will
be leaving Kenyon to
move to Los Angeles
and focus on growing
his company while trying to avoid the distractions that will inevitably come with young
entrepreneurship in the
age of tech tycoons such
as Mark Zuckerberg of
Facebook.
The idea for Tapp Industries f irst presented
itself roughly two years
ago. Wagnitz was on a
trip with the baseball
team when a childhood
friend called him with

“

We’ll get a text from the guy who [lives
below
us] and he’ll be like, ‘Wayne’s here.’ ...
Matt Wagnitz is a
21-year-old junior at That is the issue, the glamour.”

PHOTO BY JOHN SEAVOLT
SEAVOLT STUDIO

students recognize Dugas —
whose duties included housing
assignments, emergency preparedness and helping first years
adjust to College life — as the
woman who wielded the microphone during the annual housing
lottery. Dugas worked her last
day at Kenyon on Friday, Nov. 22
and emailed Community Advisors with news of her resignation
the subsequent Monday. Dugas
wrote in the email, “I am sorry I
wasn’t able to tell you all in person. That would have been most
ideal but I wanted to make sure
you were able to hear it from me
first.”

Matt Wagnitz ’15

an idea for an app. “He
called me, we started
talking about it and
we got excited about it.
That’s how it all started,” Wagnitz said.
Although the f irst
app idea did not pan
out, it led to more ideas
that did: websites, hotel
apps and partnerships
with companies like
the Ritz Carlton Hotel
Company and skateboarding company The
Berrics.
When Tapp Industries partners with a
business, it takes on
a few different roles:
creating apps, doing
technical maintenance
and running the business’s website, with an

emphasis on offering
customized
services
to each client. “[Tapp
Industries] is really
the f irst company that
allows a business to
choose the features that
meets its needs,” Wagnitz said.
Of course, these features come with a price.
A recent client paid
$30,000 for a new website and an additional
$9,000 per month of
maintenance.
Prices
vary by client and the
service that the client
requires, but invoices
add up and Tapp Industries’ current value may
exceed $1 million.
“Obviously
we
wouldn’t
be
where

we are without hard
work, but we wouldn’t
be where we are without just being blessed
with connections and
resources of our own,”
Wagnitz said.
In the past two
years, Tapp Industries
has expanded to three
different off ices: one
in Wagnitz’s hometown
of Detroit, one in New
York City and one in
Los Angeles.
While he is well
versed in the software
his company uses, Wagnitz holds a managerial
position at Tapp Industries, focusing on making connections with
clients rather than actually creating products. Tapp Industries
employs roughly 30
people to program and
create apps.
“What gives us the
ability to work page 4
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NEWS

Provost Joe Klesner on students’ career prospects:

“I generally understand the anxiety that students
and their families have right now about what’s next,
and how soon might one land in a position where
they can start a career. And I guess our general
SENIOR EDITOR: SAM COLT
EDITORS: GABE BRISON-TREZISE & SARAH LEHR sense is that Kenyon students do end up landing in
good opportunities, sometimes it takes a couple,

Village Record

News Briefs

Same-sex marriage panel talks courts

Last Thursday night’s conversation in Peirce Lounge centered on the implications of samesex marriage. A panel moderated by Postdoctoral Fellow at the Center for the Study of American Democracy (CSAD) Kathleen Tipler and consisting of Kenyon Review Fellow Elizabeth
Rogers, Assistant Professor of English Rosemary O’Neill and Professor of Women’s and Gender Studies Laurie Finke debated the components of the recent Supreme Court decisions on the
Defense of Marriage Act and Proposition 8.
The panel focused on what the institution of marriage means in a cultural context. “Just because you think something is a good idea, sounds fair and seems just doesn’t mean that’s how a
lawyer is going to talk about it,” Finke said.
The panelists discussed how some shortcomings of the decisions were that “there was very
little mention of the issues of taxes,” O’Neill stated, as well as how the decision does not apply
to state laws and how focusing solely on legislation can take away from other important issues
related to lesbian, gay, bisexual and transgender (LGBT) rights.
“We’re not focusing on passing legislation through Congress that could make homosexuality a class protected under the federal government level in terms of employment discrimination.
We’re like, ‘No, marriage is more important,’ even though in 29 states, Ohio included, it is perfectly legal to fire someone for being gay,” O’Neill said.
“Marriage is a weird thing in that we’re pursuing the rights of individuals, but all the rights
associated with marriage are invested in the relationship, not the individual,” Finke said.
The panelists also discussed the historical significance of gay marriage and the Supreme
Court decisions. “It was a very emotional decision, because if you’re a person who has a samesex relationship, this is a big symbolic moment,” Rogers, who is currently engaged to her partner,
said. “It’s hard to divorce that from the rest of it.”
— Grayson Ponti

Dancing with the Kenyon Stars reels in highest total yet
On Friday, Dec. 6, the Kenyon College Ballroom Dance Club (KCBDC) hosted Dancing
with the Kenyon Stars, a charity event in which pairs of dancers performed the jive and salsa,
the waltz and a sort of hipster/swing hybrid. This year raised a record total of $1,079.20 for the
Winter Sanctuary.    
The event, emceed by Professor of Music Benjamin “Doc” Locke, consisted of seven couples
each dancing in a different style, two showcases prepared and executed by KCBDC, a showcase
performed by Professor of Art Karen Snouffer and her husband Dan Snouffer and one number
from the Kenyon College Dance Team. Audience ballots determined the winning team, Luke
Kresslein ’15 and Director of Introductory Labs in Biology Jennifer Smith.
A panel of judges, consisting of Campus Safety Supervisor and Telecommunications Coordinator Deb Shelhorn, Professor of French Mary Jane Cowles, Assistant Men’s Lacrosse Coach
and former “Dancing” champion Gary DiClementi and Associate Dean of Students Tacci
Smith, critiqued each routine. The final decision, however, was left to audience members who
had donated $2 each to receive a ballot.
“This year we decided to send [the proceeds] to the Winter Sanctuary [homeless shelter in
Mount Vernon] and they’ve been really enthusiastic about it,” Bradley Raynor ’16, one of the
competitors, said.
Brandylyn Arredondo ’14, president of KCBDC, hoped this year’s event would live up to
those of past years. “My expectations were to at least hit the same mark that we hit last year,”
Arredondo said, “and since the first year it’s gotten more fancy, more legitimate, with a bigger
turnout and we raised more money.”                                 
—Liam Reilly

Dec. 1 – Dec. 11

Dec. 1, 3:50 p.m. — Fire alarm in McBride Residence Hall. Smell of marijuana smoke and
fresh ash present. No fire. Not all students evacuated.
Dec. 2, 9:51 p.m. — College vehicle received damage when backed into a pole at Hill Theater.
No injuries.
Dec. 3, 1:06 a.m. — Fire alarm set off by burnt food in North Campus Apartment (NCA). No
fire. Alarm reset.
Dec. 4, 2:36 p.m. — Student residence found to contain illegal substance and paraphernalia in
Mather Residence Hall. Items confiscated, tested and turned over to Knox County Sheriff’s
Office (KCSO).
Dec. 5, 10:59 a.m. — False identification discovered in student’s found wallet. ID confiscated.
Dec. 7, 12:32 a.m. — Intoxicated student entered another student’s room without invitation in
Old Kenyon Residence Hall. Caused damage to window. Transported to Knox Community
Hospital (KCH) by squad.
Dec. 7, 1:30 a.m. — Student burned hand while cooking in NCA. Safety responded and treated
burn.
Dec. 7, 2:02 a.m. — Asthmatic student having shortness of breath in Hanna Residence Hall.
Difficulty breathing. Transported to KCH by squad.
Dec. 7, 3:01 a.m. — Intoxicated student at Hanna. Campus Safety requested to assist in finding
individual. Student found and returned to residence.
Dec. 7, 11:08 a.m. — Unknown individual(s) threw trash receptacles down stairway in Gund
Commons. Blocking stairwell.
Dec. 8, 12:10 a.m. — Individuals broke glass panel in room in Gund Residence Hall lounge.
Gaming system broken. Furniture stacked.
Dec. 8, 12:50 a.m. — Intoxicated student in Manning Residence Hall. Minimally responsive.
Transported to KCH by squad.
Dec. 8, 2:07 a.m. — Student found to have paraphernalia in Old Kenyon. Item(s) confiscated.
Tested and turned over to KCSO.
Dec. 8, 3:29 a.m. — Ill, intoxicated student in Old Kenyon. Requested transport to KCH by
squad.
Dec. 8, 2:02 p.m. — Unknown individual(s) caused damage to residence door in New Apartments.
Dec. 8, 3:34 p.m. — Unknown individual(s) hit tree in South parking lot. Uprooted tree.
Dec. 8, 5:49 p.m. — Fire alarm set off by burnt food in Watson Residence Hall. No fire. Alarm
reset.
Dec. 9, 1:00 p.m. — Unknown individual(s) caused damage to restroom sink in McBride.
Dec. 9, 1:54 p.m. — Student reported loss of prescription medication. Report filed with KCSO.
Dec. 9, 4:50 p.m. — Staff member injured wrist and knee tripping over milk crate. Also injured
elbow area on door jam.
Dec. 10, 2:17 p.m. — Unknown individuals entered student residence in Mather without invitation. Valued items missing.
Dec. 11, 2:52 a.m. — Ill student collapsed in Gund Commons. Transported to KCH by squad.  

Village Council
•

Student Council
Sunday, Dec. 8

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Student Council heard from Vice President for Library and Information Services Ron
Griggs about potential changes to the College’s all-student (allstu) and all-employee
(allemp) email lists. These architectural changes would allow individual control over the
way allstus are sent to users’ email inboxes. Students and staff could choose to see all the
messages as individual emails, as in the current system, or to receive a daily summary,
an update every 25 messages or no emails at all. All messages will also be accessible
through Google Groups.
Council heard class committee updates, including event planning and exam kits.
The Buildings and Grounds Committee reported to Council on a planning committee and a request for North Campus Apartment basement access, particularly for use as
tornado shelters.
The Business and Finance Committee (BFC) reported to Council on their decisions
from the spring-semester budget hearing. Council approved the BFC’s decisions for all
student organizations.
In total, student groups requested $234,000, of which $160,000 was approved.
The average approved amount of requested funds per group was 81%, but only 68% of
total requested funds were approved.
Some groups were ineligible because they did not meet survey requirements. The BFC
plans to make $25,000 available for supplemental hearings.
The BFC also commented on potential uses for surplus funds, primarily capital expenditures, such as expanding storage space, which could help groups in the future.

Student Council meets at 4 p.m. every Sunday in lower Peirce. Meetings last
roughly an hour and are open to the public.
- Graham Reid

four or six months to do that. And, in the meantime,
people do other things to make money. There’s a
kind of way in which most people’s careers are not
nearly as planned as what we, sitting here, sometimes imagine. ... I like to think that we are educating
young people to be leaders in whatever they do.”

•
•
•
•
•

Monday, Dec. 2

Director of Campus Planning and Construction Steve Arnett updated the Council on
various projects around campus, including:
• The investigation of the cause of the Gund Gallery roof deterioration
• The installation of hardwired video access at McBride Field
• The addition of 11 light poles on the west side of Scott Lane and three wallmounted flood light fixtures
• The removal of utility poles along Scott Lane in February, since electricity now
runs underground
• The review of the mechanical systems of Gund Commons and pushing Heapy
Engineering of Columbus to complete its design and project budget for discussion
during the April Board of Trustees meeting
• The completion of the new Health and Counseling Center earlier than its expected June 1 date
The Village Administrator reported the Village’s new dump truck has arrived, that a
water leak was reported on Brooklyn Street and that leaf pickup is in its final stages.
Council discussed the issue of skateboarding and the prospect of taking out space in
the Collegian for a public service announcement. Skateboarding on public streets in the
Village is against the law.
Council entered into an Automated Clearing House origination agreement with First
Knox National Bank for directly depositing paychecks and utility bills.
Garden plot rental will be increased from $25 to $50 for the following year, with an
option for half beds.
Council discussed the College’s intentions for splitting the property it purchased on
Wiggin Street. The issue will be taken up at the Planning and Zoning meeting on Dec.
17 at 7:30 p.m. at the Gambier Community Center.
- Henri Gendreau

CORRECTION

In “PCC purchases nearby golf course” (Nov. 21, 2013), the Collegian incorrectly reported
the tax valuation of the Tomahawk Golf Course to be $56,410. That figure is the valuation
for one parcel of land, but the property actually consists of 11 parcels. The total valuation is
$620,510. The Collegian regrets the error.
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In avoiding pre-professional majors, Kenyon bucks trend
Continued from Page 1

has expressed interest in recent
years about more experiential
learning, which can couple
hands-on experiences with
classroom learning.
“The kinds of programs
that would lead to certifications, we haven’t discussed at
any length thus far,” Klesner
said. “They would require the
creation of curricula and the
hiring of faculty that would
work in those areas. That
would require diminishing
our traditional liberal arts and
sciences focus.”
“I haven’t seen a strong
expression of interest or commitment to that from either
the faculty or the trustees,” he
added.
According to Graduate
School and Pre-Professional
Advisor Maureen Tobin, Kenyon does have success with
extensive
pre-professional
advising, even if the College
does not offer the programs
themselves.
Tobin says Kenyon students, in addition to faculty,
have not expressed great interest in the College establishing
strict pre-professional departments, even though education
is the number one choice of
career for Kenyon graduates
directly after they graduate.
Instead, many students explore pre-professional careers
through internships and externships, as well as certain
postgraduate opportunities.
Students interested in
education, for example, may

— and often do — become
involved in programs such
as Teach for America, or are
placed in private and independent schools through recruiting firms like Carney, Sandoe
& Associates.
According to Tobin, most
Kenyon students have not expressed interest in pursuing a
formal teaching certificate in
their undergraduate studies.
For students like Sajsa,
however, a certification would
put them on par with competition in the job market who
were able to earn one in college. She has friends at other
schools who are also pursuing education, and is aware of
what the major entails.
“They have [been] going
into classrooms and learning
to be a teacher built into their
academic day, and it’s a lot
more focused on how to be a
teacher,” Sajsa said. “For me, I
am more focused on getting a
rounded, basic knowledge [of]
different types of things, and
I have to gear my outside activities to learning more about
education.”
Peer institutions do have
dedicated
pre-professional
programs, with varying degrees of success. What sets
them apart from Kenyon?
Peer Institution Programs
Davidson College, located in the eponymous city in
North Carolina, has an educational studies minor.
“There are two focuses: one
is to try to provide licensing for
students who wish to go into
teaching at the K-12 level, and

the other is to engage in what
they call ‘educational studies,’”
said Dr. Pat Sellers, who is the
associate dean for curriculum
and professor of political science at the College. The latter portion is more theoretical
in nature, and focuses on research questions having to do
with education.
Currently, however, Davidson has suspended the
teacher certification program,
intending to revisit the program in the 2015-2016 school
year to study “whether student
interest warrants the continuation of the licensure or teacher
certification option,” according to the College’s website.
Despite this, Sellers still
puts faith in pre-professional programs at liberal arts
schools.
“I think higher education
needs to respond to the growing difficulty [of obtaining
post-collegiate employment].
Not be reducing the depth and
rigor to the liberal arts programs, but adding more opportunities to the liberal arts,”
Sellers said. “There are a lot of
things that you can do within
a liberal arts framework that
allow students to obtain a liberal arts education but develop
pre-professional skills.”
At Earlham College, a
Quaker institution located in
Richmond, Ind., administrators have had success with
programs that tie together the
liberal arts and professional tracks. They offer minors
in journalism, business and
nonprofit management and

distress,” reads the suit. “Stephen’s emotional distress and
mental anguish was so serious and of such a nature that
no reasonable person could
be expected to endure it.”
In the suit, Zingarelli
additionally claims his accuser destroyed evidence
relevant to the case, and
alleges that those actions
were taken “with the aid
and encouragement of
Kaufman, and at her direction.” Kaufman declined to

comment for this article.
Zingarelli’s
accuser,
whose name the Collegian is
withholding in keeping with
standard journalistic practice,
did not return a request for
comment.
One of Zingarelli’s claims
against Kenyon references
the Collegian’s coverage of his
indictment on sexual assault
charges, which his lawyers
allege amounted to placing
Zingarelli in a false light that
“would be highly offensive to
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COURTESY OF HENRI GENDREAU, OFFICE OF PUBLIC AFFAIRS, EMILY ZELLER

Emma Sajsa ’14 (left) plans to work in music education, although Kenyon offers no such
certification. Interim Provost Joe Klesner (center) and Pre-Professional Advisor Maureen
Tobin (right) believe the College preps students via other means.
TESOL (Teaching English
to Speakers of Other Languages).
“We do have programs
like the journalism program
that link to more specific vocational pathways, but one of
the things in the Center for
Integrated Learning is that
we have programs like sustainability, health sciences and
business — experiential enrichment programs that anyone at the College can participate in,” Jay Roberts, the
director of Earlham’s Center
for Integrated Learning and
the college’s associate vice
president of academic affairs,
said.
Kenyon’s Future
Despite other liberal arts
colleges increasingly adopting
majors, minors and concentrations seen as pre-professional
or vocational, Klesner does
not anticipate that Kenyon
will adopt any similar programs in the near future.
However, this year the

American Studies [Department] launched a track that
focuses on education and is
geared toward students who
intend a career in the field.
“The … track [is] for students who want to do things
where they would learn about
education and get a little more
opportunity to get into a classroom setting,” Klesner said,
“and I think quite a few Kenyon students take kinds of internships during the summers
where they have an opportunity to be in media contexts,
whether it’s the broadcast
media or print media or other
places.”
Tobin said that even without degree programs, she believes Kenyon students are
well prepared for the workforce and graduate school.
“We have a lot of success
in terms of students … getting
students into professional programs,” she said.
Klesner echoes this sentiment, and said that he believes

the traditional liberal arts curriculum is ultimately the best
mode of education for Kenyon
students.
“I like to think of the kind
of education that we do here
is that we are … educating
young people to be leaders in
whatever they do, in whatever
organization they land in or
what community they land
in; that’s rather different than
equipping people with a narrow set of skills,” Klesner said.
Although Sajsa will not
graduate with a certificate to
educate in the state of Ohio
this May, she said that she is
happy with her choice to attend Kenyon.
“On a day-to-day basis, I’m
really glad I’m here and I’m
glad I decided to stay,” Sajsa
said. “When I’m looking at
graduate programs that I’m
also applying to, it just kind of
puts me in an interesting place
— I wouldn’t say at a disadvantage, necessarily. It’s just
different, I guess.”

a reasonable person.”
All three defendants are
accused of civil conspiracy to
damage Zingarelli in the suit,
which was independently obtained and confirmed by the
Collegian last week.
The lawsuit seeks compensatory and punitive damages from the College. It also
seeks the removal of a note on
his transcript indicating he
withdrew while facing student conduct charges, which
he says has prevented him

from being admitted to other
colleges.
The suit also seeks damages and attorneys’ fees from
the two student defendants.
Although the suit repeatedly seeks undetermined
damages, it cites $175,000 in
paid Kenyon tuition, counseling fees in excess of $500,
attorney’s fees in excess of
$15,000 and compensation
for lost income caused by
Zingarelli not graduating in
May 2013.

News Director Mark Ellis told the Collegian that Kenyon would not comment on
pending litigation.
Zingarelli’s
attorneys,
who are employed by a firm
in Cleveland, did not return
the Collegian’s multiple requests for comment.
The suit is assigned to
Knox County Court of
Common Pleas Judge Otho
Eyster, who issued the ruling that aquitted Zingarelli
in June.

Zingarelli sues on 14 counts, alleges gender discrimination
Continued from Page 1

of sexual misconduct,” the
post read in part.
Zingarelli alleges that
his student accuser subjected
him to malicious prosecution,
infliction of emotional duress
and defamation that were injurious to his reputation and
adversely affected his education and professional career.
“In making such an egregious false allegation, [the
accuser] intended to cause
Stephen serious emotional

TIMELINE OF THE CASE
DEC. 13, 2012
In a call recorded by the Knox County Sheriff’s
Office, Zingarelli’s accuser confronts him about
the incident that allegedly occurred on Dec.
6. He is arrested by the Knox County Sheriff’s
Office, and Zingarelli receives an email notification from Dean of Students Hank Toutain
requiring him to leave campus immediately.
However, he is told he is still enrolled in the
College.
DEC. 6, 2012
The alleged incident
occurred.

DEC. 18, 2012
At a preliminary hearing, a
judge finds probable cause for
the state to seek an indictment
against Zingarelli.

DEC. 14, 2012
Director of Campus Safety Bob Hooper
issues a trespass letter against Zingarelli
informing him that if he is found on
campus after receiving this letter, additional trespassing charges will be filed
with the Knox County Sheriff’s Office.

JAN. 7, 2013
Zingarelli is indicted on
one count of rape and
one count of gross sexual
imposition.

JUNE 25, 2013
The court hears Zingarelli’s case
and finds him not guilty of one
count of rape and one count of
gross sexual imposition.
DEC. 5, 2013
Zingarelli files a lawsuit
against the College, his
accuser and a student
Sexual Misconduct Advisor in the Knox County
Court of Common Pleas.
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Decatur envisions the future in 20/20
GRAHAM REID
STAFF WRITER

Much like a resident of
Gund or Norton, President
Sean Decatur is a first year.
He has spent the last semester learning the ins-andouts of Kenyon life. He’s
also launched a campaign,
dubbed the 2020 plan, meant
to chart a path for the College’s future.
Decatur described “four
different strands to the process” of the 2020 plan: academic philosophy, the physical state of the campus,
admissions and financial aid
strategies, and a reworking
of backend for increased efficiency.
The administration, according to Decatur’s Chief
of Staff Susan Morse, hopes
to have a final strategic plan
for the College ready by next
fall. They hope to present the
document to the Board of
Trustees by early 2015.
Although Decatur presented many ideas of his own,
he emphasized that there is
room for a range of voices to
weigh in and “get involved in
these conversations as they
move ahead.
“This is really the beginning of a process, not a
process that’s over and done
with,” he said.
Morse emphasized Decatur’s cautious and thoughtful
mindset. “It was very clear
that [Decatur] wanted to get
to know Kenyon, to really
understand its culture before making any directional
changes or plans for the College,” she said.
To gather information for

GABE BRISON-TREZISE
NEWS EDITOR

HENRI GENDREAU | COLLEGIAN

President Decatur’s 2020 plan emphasizes experiential learning opportunities, such as internships.
the planning process, particularly ideas about the Kenyon
experience and what it should
be, Decatur has attended
alumni panels in major cities
such as New York and Chicago. Morse described these
forums as “a cross section of
people from a variety of class
years and a variety of majors,
[working in] a variety of jobs.”
In the next semester, Decatur plans to bring more of
these conversations to campus. The spring semester, according to Decatur, will see a
“shift to having more internal conversations with students, faculty and staff ... to
try to get at the big ideas on
the minds of folks on campus
about Kenyon.”
No matter what changes the next five years bring,
Decatur believes the core
of Kenyon’s philosophy will

remain relevant. “Learning
how to write clearly, learning
how to read critically [and]
learning how to solve problems are all things that we
value in the liberal arts and
are all things that are essential for any professional development,” he said.
Even as Kenyon sticks
to its fundamental liberal
arts principles, Decatur believes there is room for some
growth. Decatur and his
administration
expressed
enthusiasm for expanding
experiential learning, which
would provide “students with
opportunities for them to really apply what they’re learning in a real-world-type scenario,” according to Morse.
“There’s a lot of interest
among the faculty in advancing this,” Decatur said.
Additionally, the 2020

plan aims to recruit students
from populations that would
not typically consider a liberal arts education. As populations decline in traditionally strong areas for Kenyon
admissions, like the Northeast and Mid-Atlantic states,
Decatur says Admissions
will have to redirect more of
its energy to expanding areas
of the country, such as the
Southwest.
To address brick and mortar aspects of Kenyon, the
College will work with an
outside consultant. Though
Decatur said some of these
issues may be “incredibly
dull and unsexy,” he believes
they will nonetheless prove
important because “there
may be opportunities to save
money on the ways in which
we manage risk and liabilities
on campus.”

Wagnitz leaves Kenyon for app startup
Continued from Page 1

on 25 projects at one
time is that I’m not doing all the work myself,”
Wagnitz said.
Running a company
has made prioritizing
homework and papers
difficult for Wagnitz.
Wagnitz’s advisor, Associate Professor of History Stephen Volz, first
learned of his business
when Wagnitz asked for
an extension on a paper
because he had to attend
a business meeting. Volz
also supported Wagnitz
in his decision to leave
Kenyon only three semesters shy of graduation.
“Once he started explaining his business
venture and the great potential that it held, I was
impressed,” Volz said.
“He was f lying off to
L.A. or New York City
every other weekend
[and] I thought, yes, he

Sheet-clad students
provoke dialogue

should go for it.”
When Wagnitz moves
to Los Angeles, he will
be living on the 41st
f loor of the Ritz Carlton Residences, driving
his own company car and
mingling with celebrities
like Paris Hilton, Snoop
Dogg and Lil’ Wayne,
all of whom Wagnitz has
met in his apartment.
“We’ll get a text from
the guy who [lives below us] and he’ll be like,
‘Wayne’s here,’” said
Wagnitz. “That is the issue, the glamour.”
Despite
numerous
distractions, Wagnitz is
confident that his drive
and passion for his company will keep him focused. “For right now
there’s one goal, and
that’s to grow. We’re not
going to grow if I’m hungover,” Wagnitz said.
As for plans to finish
school, Wagnitz does not
discount coming back

COURTESY OF MATT WAGNITZ

Matt Wagnitz ’15 is leaving Gambier for the glamour of LA.
to Kenyon. He has until
next fall to decide if he
will return for the 20142015 school year.
Wagnitz and his partner have big plans for
the future of Tapp Industries. Once Wagnitz
moves to Los Angeles,
they will be opening
new off ices, including a
freestanding warehousestyle off ice in Los An-

geles, which will house
many different departments and facilitate
more eff iciency between
employees.
“I really don’t know
what the future holds; I
can’t make any predictions,” Wagnitz said. “I’m
just going to be living
out [in L.A.] and pursuing everything. It’s like a
dream; I just love it.”

“Before we talked to
anyone, I just wanted to say
sorry to my friends,” Dan
Kipp ’14 said.
The week before Thanksgiving break, Kipp and Pat
Schober ’14 draped white
sheets over themselves and
walked around campus as
a “public stunt.” While he
expected to draw responses,
Kipp said he was surprised
some people construed the
pair’s ghost costumes as Ku
Klux Klan garb. “You know
how people do weird things
on YouTube in public places
to get reactions? That’s kind
of how I saw it,” he stated.
The incident was followed by an investigation
by the College and an open
discussion held by the Black
Student Union (BSU).
“We received two calls
from the library about it,”
Director of Campus Safety
Bob Hooper said. “It was
just a disturbance; it was
distracting.” He added,
“The officer said they looked
like Halloween ghosts; that
was his interpretation of it.
Nobody gave the appearance that they were offended. Otherwise it would have
been very different. Had
they had the hoods on and
everything else, it would
have been very different.”
Chris Wright ’14, president of the BSU, called a
meeting the evening after
the incident in response to
demand both from members of the group and other students. “It was like
two random people walking around. … So many
thoughts were stirring
in my mind and so many
other people’s minds because there was no explanation. So it was a big shock
and a bit intense,” he said.
“I think there was a lot of
confusion, like why it even
happened, and confusion as
to why people didn’t necessarily understand why some
people would take offense.”
After the incident, Kipp
sent an all-student email
apologizing for the incident.
“I hurt my friends’ feelings
and a lot of other people’s
feelings, too,” he explained
to the Collegian. He said he
wanted to assuage people’s
fears as well.
Kipp also asked Wright
if he and Schober could attend the BSU meeting in
order to explain themselves
and offer an apology. “They
were ready to have the discussion that should be being
had,” Kipp said, “as opposed
to sometimes you look in
the comments in The Thrill
and other places.” He cited

“ignorant” remarks made on
an article that Business Insider ran about the incident.
Dean of Students Hank
Toutain applauded the way
Kipp, Schober, Wright and
others dealt with the incident. “My understanding
is that it was a pretty good
conversation; it was a candid conversation,” he said.
“I’m very proud of Kenyon
students in this case. Because it’s the kind of situation that easily could have
resulted in acrimonious
conversation, contentious
conversation, and that conversation might have ended
in a way that was not that
positive moving forward.
“Where I think it ended up is with some people
committed to talking about
this a little bit further, so
that it isn’t just an event that
happened x-number of days
ago and eventually we just
forget about it, but maybe
something that might actually to get us to think differently about our responsibility as individuals within
this broader community,”
Toutain added.
Citing recent vandalism to Hispanic Heritage
Month and Unity House
flags, Wright noted that the
BSU is tentatively planning
to organize an expanded
discussion next semester
about the “general lack of
respect on campus for people that are different than
the majority.
“I don’t think it’s a pointing-fingers-at-anyone type
of thing; I think it’s more
people just not understanding,” Wright said. “And it’s
not necessarily their fault.
It’s their walk of life that
permits them to understand
certain events and not understand certain things.
That needs to be addressed
within our community, how
there is a disconnect between one another.”
Toutain indicated the
College was reviewing
Safety’s response to the incident as a matter of procedure, and Hooper noted
his department may handle
future events of this nature
differently.
“Even if it’s a practicaljoke-type thing, not meant
to be offensive but can have
that connotation, we’ll handle it differently,” Hooper
said. “If someone has a costume on that we get called
about, we’ll take that extra
step to make sure that the
students that are involved,
we get them back to their
residence, they can put [the
costumes] away, and they
just don’t have the chance to
put them back on.”
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BITE-SIZED REVIEW

athens greek restaurant
1 Public Square
Mount Vernon 43050
• The sweetened raspberry iced tea
bursts with flavor and serves as a fruity
addition to any meal.

• The flaming cheese, which is set on fire with a
torch at customers’ tables, packs a savory punch
when paired with warm pita triangles.
• The rice pilaf, filled with red peppers and
mushrooms, serves as a tasty side dish.
• The attentive staff consistently checks in with
customers to evaluate their experience.

Denmark
CELIA CULLOM
STAFF WRITER

Immediately upon my arrival in Copenhagen, I was,
of course, jetlagged. I had to
frantically run back onto the
plane to retrieve my passport, which I had left in the
seat back pocket, and then
I had to figure out what to
do about my lost luggage. It
was, to say the least, stressful. And I don’t handle stress
well. So within minutes of
my arrival in Denmark, I
was questioning whether or
not I was cut out to study
abroad. How was I supposed
to be able to deal with these
little inconveniences on my
own in a foreign country?
For the first few days of
my experience here, I continued to struggle through
simple daily tasks. Copenhagen isn’t a huge city, but
I definitely wasn’t in Kansas anymore. I was getting
lost on a daily basis and approaching people for directions was terrifying. Anytime I tried to navigate the
train system, speak Danish or just text on my anti-

quated Samsung, I felt like
I was doing it all wrong, but
I didn’t know how to do it
right.
At least at the end of my
days in the city, I could run
back to the comforts of my
host family. My host mom,
Nanna, made me feel welcome from the moment she
picked me up at the airport.
Aside from making the most
delicious food, she taught
me some helpful Danish
words, answered my questions about the culture and,
most importantly, taught me
about hygge.
Hygge is a Danish word
that doesn’t directly translate to English; coziness
might begin to describe it,
but that doesn’t capture it
all. It’s the happiness you
feel from lighting candles,
wrapping yourself up in a
blanket with a cup of tea
and being around family. It’s
the warmth you feel as you
sit outside on a cool fall evening just talking with a good
friend. Especially when the
sun sets at 3:30 p.m. in the
winter, hygge is something

that every Dane craves. To
me, it’s the opposite of stress.
And as much as I would
have loved to escape the culture shock and spend all of
my evenings on the couch
watching Pretty Woman or
Kate and Leopold, I knew I
couldn’t do that. That’s not
what studying abroad is for.
So I explored and carried the idea of hygge with
me. I was a tourist in Copenhagen at castles and old
churches and Tivoli, the second-oldest amusement park
in the world. I went paddle
boarding in Sweden, walked
through Hyde Park in London, ate pub food in Dublin, went on a cruise on the
Bosporus in Istanbul, drank
sangria on the beach in Barcelona, saw the Eiffel Tower
light up in Paris and went to
a cheese tasting with two of
my best friends in Amsterdam. I had the time of my
life gallivanting across Europe, but I think even that
misses the point of studying
abroad.
The most important
aspect of this experience

COURTESY OF CELIA CULLOM

Rachel Larson ’15 and Cullom ’15 (right) in Nyhavn, the entertainment district of Copenhagen.
has been walking through
Tingbjerg, a “ghetto” in
Copenhagen, to get a new
perspective on the immigration policies we were learning about in class. It’s been
figuring out what to do with
myself in a room full of people that were all speaking
Danish. It’s been gathering
the courage to ask for help
one of the many times I was
lost. It’s been waking up in
a foreign country without
a plan for the day and just
wandering. It’s been leav-

ing my comfort zone and
not being stressed because I
know things are going to be
okay.
By the time my parents
were my age, they were basically living on their own
and I never understood, until now, how you could be so
young, yet so independent.
But for the first time in my
life, I feel like a real adult.
I don’t think going abroad
has made me grow up, but
it’s made me realize what
I’m capable of. I’ve commut-

ed, budgeted and planned
trips to foreign countries
and gone way outside of my
comfort zone.
Hans Christian Andersen, the Danish master of
storytelling and imagining
the most beautiful worlds,
said, “Life itself is the most
wonderful fairytale.” I would
stipulate that if you can
maintain a hyggeligt mindset
as you step into unfamiliar
places and meet new people,
life itself really is the most
wonderful fairytale.

the College itself for this
group has been positive
and supportive. In fact,
Loley shared that he “first
pitched the idea of INK
to President [Sean] Decatur … towards the beginning of the semester. The
president thought that it
was something that definitely needed to be a part
of the Kenyon community,
and he said that we had his
support.”
Although other groups
on campus such as the
Black Student Union and
Adelante have welcomed
those who identify of Native American descent,
INK will serve as a platform for those who identify as such to explore their
own cultural identification
along with the opportunity to teach and learn
alongside others. Both
Reb and Loley believe
there are many students
on campus for whom the
group would be an overwhelmingly positive experience.
“There are so many

people on this campus who are part Native
American,” Reb said, “but
they don’t really identify
as that because they don’t
really know how.” But
INK hopes to attract more
than just those identifying
with indigenous nations
— anyone with an interest in Native American
culture is welcomed and
encouraged to attend their
meetings.
Either McAdams or
Assistant Professor of
History Patrick Bottiger
will replace their current
faculty advisor, Unger, as
she is at Kenyon in a temporary position. In the
future, the group hopes
to engage many professors
in their meetings in order
to bring variation to the
discussions and promote a
deeper understanding.
INK has their weekly
meetings in Lentz House
on Sundays. For more information on the group,
contact Reb or Loley at
rebk@kenyon.edu and loleyl@kenyon.edu.

Native American cultures celebrated by new club INK
EMMA WELSH-HUGGINS
STAFF WRITER

Many students have
dream catchers in their
dorm rooms, but may not
know what they mean.
Thanks to a new campus
organization, no longer
can they plead ignorance.
The founders of the
newly-founded group Indigenous Nations at Kenyon (INK) say they want
to create a group for community members who
identify as being of Native
American descent, while
also introducing indigenous culture to other students.
The club promises to
create a space for all people identifying as of Native American descent,
along with those wishing
to learn more about these
cultures. INK is the brainchild of Kale Reb ’16 and
Manny Loley ’16. Hillary
Chavez ’16 joins them as
their secretary.
Loley initiated the creation of the group after
he met with his advisor,

CORA MARKOWITZ | COLLEGIAN

Manny Loley ’16 and Kale Reb ’16 are the co-founders of Indigenous Nations at Kenyon.
Professor of English Janet McAdams, along with
the group’s current faculty
advisor, Visiting Assistant
Professor of Anthropology Susanne Unger, both
of whom recommended
Loley talk to Reb.
Loley has lived on the
Navajo reservation in New
Mexico his entire life. Reb
hails from Seattle, but is
a member of the Blackfoot tribe in Montana.
Although they are interested in different facets of

the Native American culture, they were both eager
to create a safe space and
learning environment for
the entire campus. All students are welcome.
“We really want to talk
about origin stories,” Reb
said, “because even within
different tribes there are
different ways the creation
of the world is described.
We thought that might be
a good way to bring people
in because they might be
interested in mythology,

and that’s definitely something we’ve thought about
sharing with others.”
In the future, they hope
to start a kind of exchange
program between Kenyon
and Native American reservations in Ohio. They
also plan on pursuing
the possibilities of having important members of
those reservations, such as
chiefs, come to Kenyon to
speak about their experiences.
The response from
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EDITORIAL

Covering sexual
assault allegations

Last semester, the Collegian faced criticism
over its decision to publish the mugshot of former
student Stephen Zingarelli — who, at the time,
had just been indicted on rape and gross sexual
imposition charges. He was later acquitted, and is
now suing the College, his accuser and a sexual
misconduct advisor on a variety of counts. When
we ran the mugshot, we didn’t take enough time
to explain our decision.
This week, we made the choice not to identify
the name of Zingarelli’s accuser, although she is
named in the lawsuit. We want to use this space to
explain our decision to identify him and the sexual misconduct advisor, but not his accuser.
It is common journalistic practice not to name
self-identified victims of sexual assault. To determine this, we consulted the policies of some of
America’s most well-regarded news media organizations. The Associated Press (AP), whose style
guidance is used around the country, has a policy
of not identifying anyone who says he or she has
been sexually assaulted — regardless of the results
of a court case or hearing. Likewise, The New York
Times does not name victims or alleged victims of
sexual assault, with rare exceptions, according to
Phillip B. Corbett, the Times’ associate managing
editor for standards.
The more nuanced reasoning behind our decision is one that forms the basis for similar policies
at news organizations around the country. Sexual
assault and other forms of sexual violence continue to carry a stigma that often causes victims to
stay quiet about their experience and refrain from
reporting it. This stigma is unique among the litany of crimes our justice system is supposed to investigate and prosecute on a daily basis.
In printing the name of an accuser, the potential damage would not only be to the alleged
victim in this individual case; we worry about a
future victim who might come to the conclusion
that it is not worth reporting a case lest his or her
name end up in the paper if his or her allegations
are not able to be definitively proven in a court of
law.
This is a decision we did not make lightly. In
addition to talking with Corbett and a reporter
at the AP, Andrew Welsh-Huggins ‘83, we discussed the issues surrounding this topic and story
with our entire staff. We considered it, then considered it again. We did not approach this with
any preconceived notions about the case, and intend to cover Zingarelli’s lawsuit with the same
impartiality with which we covered his accuser’s
criminal accusations against him.
At this moment, however, with the information available to us, we are not going to print the
accuser’s name or her picture in this paper.

The Kenyon Collegian welcomes your opinions
@Kenyon_Opinions. Share your thoughts:
#QuickComplaints.
FOLLOW US
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NCAs create an exclusive environment
LAUREN CORN
CONTRIBUTOR

Fact: The North Campus
Apartments (NCAs) are a
wonderful addition to Kenyon
living.
They provide upperclassmen
a privileged place away from
traditional dorm living with a
select group of friends. But it is
easy to describe the benefits of
apartment-style living. It is also
important to consider the potential problems that may arise
with the NCAs. I’ve heard
there are some obvious problems with the NCAs, including
with their sewage system and
their environmental efficiency,
as well as the potential for these
houses to create an increasingly
exclusive environment at Kenyon.
Admittedly, dorm life can
be slightly frustrating. You

never really know with whom
you will share a hall, or more
importantly, with whom you
will share a bathroom. But that
is part of the beauty of it. You
never know. I have made some
of my best friends in the dorms
and I have met other, less
pleasant people. By meeting
more people, students become
more connected to the campus
and to the people that live at
Kenyon. Every new friendship
or frustration further diversifies our knowledge of the world
and ourselves. The Gunderworld and the year(s) in Mather
create a sense of community
within Kenyon that cannot be
replicated in the apartmentstyle housing on campus.
When a party begins and
ends in the NCAs and upperclassmen never make their way
to all-campus events, these
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events become mostly dominated by underclassmen. First
years in particular look toward
upperclassmen to set the tone
in academics and on the weekend. Obviously, upperclassmen do not always set a good
example, but it is through their
presence that Kenyon forms its
voice about financial discrimination, harassment and vandalism on campus.
Apartment living does provide a convenient location for
pre-gaming and parties. Many
of my best nights have been
with my friends in the NCAs.
The draw for these parties is the
exclusivity. Random students
don’t wander into an unknown
NCA or New Apt., or at least
not to the extent of Old Kenyon parties, which keeps the
crowd selective. The selectivity may stunt the potential for

students to continue to branch
out and meet people through
random interactions that dorm
living provides. In many ways,
the apartments create an exclusive party scene at a school that
prides itself on its inclusiveness.
Kenyon is an amazing
school and the NCAs contribute to the Kenyon environment
immensely. I hope to live in
one of these apartments next
year, but I also want to understand how these apartments
affect Kenyon in both positive
and negative ways. This is not
a piece to condemn the NCAs,
but hopefully I can spark new
thoughts surrounding the totality of their impact on campus, both good and bad.
Lauren Corn ’15 is a studio art major from Port Angeles, Wash. Her email address is
cornl@kenyon.edu
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Student body, not essay
supplement, defines Kenyon
DEREK FORET
CONTRIBUTOR

My initial reaction to
hearing that the Office of
Admissions got rid of the
supplemental essays for the
Class of 2018 (“Admissions
nixes essay supplement for
’18 class,” Sept. 5, 2013)
agreed with the majority.
I did not understand why
they would nix the essays to
“make it the same level playing field for everyone,” while
standardized test scores,
where expensive tutoring
sessions can make all the difference, remained. If anything, the essays seemed to
be one of the few places on
the application where Admissions could get to know
applicants equally; other options, such as interviews and
campus visits, are not accessible to everyone.
I agreed with the Collegian staff that the move
seemed to go against Kenyon’s mantra of personal attention (“Admissions: don’t
dumb it down,” Sept. 5,
2013). I was concerned that
the lack of a chance to show
both personality and excitement for the culture of the
College in the admissions
process would translate to a
degrading of Kenyon’s culture as a whole.
We would lose the very
reason I came here — that
central essence that makes
Kenyon “Kenyon” — and we
would become “just another
Ivy” (“‘New Ivy’ status may
pose problems,” Sept. 15,
2007).

But once I got off my ideological high horse for a moment, I started making some
sense of this change. First of
all, the new Common Application requires two essays; it makes sense to reduce
the supplemental load. I also
wholeheartedly agreed with
Dean of Admissions and Financial Aid Jennifer Delahunty’s assessment that the
why-do-you-think-you’ll-bea-good-fit-at-X-college essay,
one employed by numerous
schools, is a “vanity question.”
While some applicants,
due to personal connections
or a chance at an on-campus visit, are able to answer
the question well, an overwhelming majority just regurgitates information found
on websites and admission
materials.
Getting rid of this essay in
particular shows that the Office of Admissions is in tune
with the student body it is interacting with, while getting
rid of the rest shows they are
in tune with the changing admissions process.
Extremely high competition has increased the average
number of applications for top
students, which only leads to
more competitiveness. With
acceptance rates dropping,
chance is becoming a larger
and larger factor in admissions, leading to students applying to as many schools
as they can, just to see what
sticks. Each school gets less
individual attention until admission decisions come back.

Furthermore, I only truly got a good feeling for my
prospective schools after
visiting admitted students
events, not when I was writing my essays. Since students
are not going to go to a place
like Kenyon for name recognition alone, I think it’s a safe
bet to make the admissions
process as painless as possible. Reel in the most attractive applicants that you can,
and let them make the decision whether or not this is the
place for them.
This only heightens the
responsibility the current
student body has, however.
I have no doubt that the applicant pool will both drastically increase and diversify.
But the Office of Admissions
does not, in fact, create the
culture of Kenyon. It is not
as if they find the students
with inherent “Kenyon-ness”
who automatically continue
the existence of the community around us. We, the students, define the culture of
our school.
How important it is to us
defines the strength of our
community. It only took one
well intentioned junior during
my overnight stay to show me
what it means to be a Kenyon
student. If we care enough
about what our schools means
to us, then the next generation
of Kenyon students should
have no problem doing the
same.
Derek Foret ’17 is a prospective math major from Washington, D.C. He can be contacted at foretd@kenyon.edu.

ETHICAL MINDS

7

GROUP WORK

Dear Ethical Minds,
I am working on a group project for class, and one of the members
of my group is not pulling her weight. I don’t want to be a bad person
and rat her out to my professor, but I don’t know what else to do. How
am I supposed to finish my project if some members are unwilling to
pitch in?
					Signed,
					Overworked Undergrad
Dear Overworked Undergrad,
Your issue is classic conundrum that is common in college coursework —
but fear not!
We have a solution: while it may seem like a bad move to tell your professor about your duty-shirking classmate, sometimes there is no other recourse.
However, there are a few things you can try before you throw your classmate under the metaphorical bus.
First off, just how hard have you tried to encourage her to do her part?
If this is a problem of your group member simply not understanding her
role in the project or how to carry it out, offer your help and reassurances.
Finally, you should try to confront her directly about the problem. Tell
her about your frustrations and mention that you are at a loss about what
to do short of talking to your professor. If she is unresponsive to all these
tactics and it becomes apparent that the work won’t get done unless you do
it, continue reading.
If you have exhausted the aforementioned options, you are absolutely entitled to speak with your professor about the problem. This does not mean
you should storm into his or her off ice and shout obscenities about your
good-for-nothing groupmate; rather, tell your professor the cold facts of the
situation while calmly expressing your worries for the project as a whole.
Depending on how important the project is and how much effort you want
to put into this situation, you could ask your professor to mediate a meeting
with your group so that everyone understands what they need to do. That
said, it’s also okay to air your concerns and leave it at that. While you may
have to do more work than you should, or have to continue collaborating
with your troublesome co-worker, you should ideally be compensated for
your work in the form of a better grade.
We don’t endorse wanton tattle-telling, but there is nothing unethical
about explaining the situation to your professor. As someone whose job is
to facilitate learning and assess students’ progress, your professor benef its
from getting a better idea of what is going on behind the closed doors of
group collaboration. They may choose to do nothing with the information,
but it is better to communicate your concerns now than to wait and complain about a poor grade later on.
McKinley Sherrod ’14 and Lizzie Thoreson-Green ’14 accept ethical dilemmas
posed by the campus. Submit your queries to kenyoncollegian@gmail.com.

Does Kenyon impede us from participating in the ‘real world?’
JONAH ALLON
CONTRIBUTOR

Many of us here, especially those coming from
urban backgrounds, tend to
treat our college’s remoteness as a frustrating inconvenience — an obstacle to
becoming well informed,
well-rounded global citizens.
We clamor for the world
outside of Kenyon that, in
choosing to go here, we have
voluntarily stepped away
from. It’s this kind of paradoxical attitude that’s given
rise to that ubiquitous term,
always bitterly invoked: “the
Kenyon Bubble.”
To a certain degree, as
a native New Yorker, I’m
sympathetic to those who
bemoan Kenyon’s isolation and its implications.
When I try to explain life in
Gambier to my friends back
home, the most common
reaction is one of uncomprehending blankness, as if

“

The importance of reciprocal contribution
beween student and college cannot be overstated in a school as small as Kenyon.”

I’d just told them that I had
a third nipple that’s licensed
as a neurosurgeon.
To be honest, I often
wonder if, in an age of hyper-connectedness, Philander Chase’s dream of a college safe from “the vice and
dissipation of urban life” is
now nothing but a quaint
anachronism, and all we’re
left with to honor his ideological legacy is this muchderided Bubble with which
he has left us.
The Bubble, according to our definition, unfairly insulates us from The
World, which is as abstruse
and malleable as The Bubble itself (hence the capitalization). The World can
mean anything: it could
be the news media cycle,
it could be “the real world”
that some mysterious Ken-

yon pixie dust shields from
our view, or it could simply
cover the wide gamut of everything not happening in
Gambier, Ohio. Instead of
resigning ourselves to the
“tyranny” of The Bubble,
we’ve managed to expand
its boundaries — much in
part due to the Internet —
so that each return to civilization (i.e., home) doesn’t
become a deluge of the
cultural happenings we’ve
missed.
As admirable as I find
our boundless hunger to
know, I think we might be
moving in the wrong direction. Replacing a phrase
that is already so entrenched
in our popular vocabulary
might prove too demanding a task. It’s much more
feasible to redefine it more
positively so that it can bet-

ter serve our purposes. So,
here goes: We shouldn’t regard The Bubble as an impediment to our awareness
so much as a means of accessing a different and more
valuable awareness.
Our preoccupation with
what we’re missing “out
there” in The World often
comes at the expense of our
engagement with issues “in
here” — that is, in this tiny
community. The Kenyon
Bubble as we conceive of it
now might just represent a
widespread aversion — or
worse, a complete apathy
— to the inner workings of
the community that we are
charged with animating.
To be clear, I’m not at
all disparaging those that
choose to explore things
unequivocally outside of
The Bubble as subjects of
academic or even personal
inquiry. That’s why we’re
here, after all — to stoke
our curiosities and broaden

our horizons. But we’re not
just greedy informationsponges; we’re also (supposedly) active members of
our community. The importance of reciprocal contribution between student and
college cannot be overstated
in a school as small as Kenyon.
But the introduction of
The Bubble has disrupted that reciprocity. If we
choose to resent The Bubble as an unfair imposition
on our intellectual liberty,
then it won’t be long before we begin to regard our
very citizenship here as an
unnecessary burden, too.
Counter-intuitively,
The
Bubble threatens to fracture
that understanding of a mutually sustained community
— and by extension, the
community itself — instead
of strengthening it.
As Phoebe Carter ’17
eloquently stated in the
Nov. 14 edition of the Col-

legian (“Language should
evolve to reflect current
culture”), words are powerful because they carry
with them a whole host
of cultural meanings that
are in constant flux. Their
power is cemented through
a shared understanding of
their inherent significance.
But that doesn’t mean that
this significance is immutable — when we come
across words whose uses
have become problematic, we seek to restore them
to their rightful contexts,
to re-inject them with the
meanings they merit. With
that in mind, let’s endeavor
to carve out a new context
for “The Kenyon Bubble”
— one that elevates it to an
esteemed level of privilege
instead of denigrating it to
a mere irritation.
Jonah Allon ’16 is a prospective political science major from
New York City. You can contact
him at allonj@kenyon.edu.
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UPCOMING EVENTS
DEC. 12, 13, 14 | 8 P.M.

DEC. 13 |7 P.M.

dance

concert

FALL DANCE
CONCERT
HILL THEATER

GOSPEL CHOIR
CHRISTMAS CONCERT
BRANDI RECITAL HALL

DEC. 14 | 2 P.M.
& julia morris

claire matlak

JUNIOR MUSIC
RECITAL

DEC. 15 | 3 P.M.
concert

HARP ENSEMBLE
WINTER CONCERT
BRANDI RECITAL HALL

BRANDI RECITAL HALL

Open Studio Night to showcase studio art majors’ work
Twenty students’ works in progress, ranging
from installations to drawings, will be featured
at the Gallery Hop in Horvitz Hall on Friday.
JULIA WALDOW
STAFF WRITER

Elise Shattuck ’14 discovered
her passion for drawing early on.
As a three-year-old, she created
a sketch of her and her sister that
makes the two of them “kind of
look like potatoes with eyes and
smiley faces and feet, but no arms.”
Although Shattuck has artistically
come a long way since then, she enjoys looking at the early drawing as
a sign of her long-held love for her
craft.
“I’ve been drawing for as long as
I can remember, and I have always
loved it,” Shattuck said. “I like creating, and I like being able to spend
time making something that [I]
care about.”
Now a senior art major, Shattuck will display her work from
this semester in her studio as part
of the art department’s Open Studio Night event on Dec. 13 at 5
p.m. Students, staff and faculty can
roam the studios to view the students’ work prior to their art shows
at the Gund Gallery in the spring.
“It’s cool because you get to see
all of the work … in a relaxed setting,” Shattuck said. “If you go to
the opening of the shows in the
spring, it’s a very formal setting
and you get to see the final product, but you don’t necessarily get
to see how it’s made or where it’s
made.”

In preparation for showing their
work during Open Studio, the seniors participated in a “critique-athon” on Wednesday. Professors,
gallery staff and artists visited the
studios to give each student a fiveminute assessment of his or her
project.
“It helps you articulate what you
want to say about your work and it
gives you different opinions from
different people,” Sydney Watnick
’14 said.
Watnick explained that while
she appreciated hearing feedback
from multiple sources, “it’s always
hard to hear from so many people
because everyone has a different
perspective.”
“Ultimately, you have to make
your own decisions about your
work,” she said. “If someone says,
‘You should paint [this part] blue,’
you have to think about what it
would mean to paint it blue and if
someone asked you next week why
you didn’t paint it blue, you would
have to say why.”
The art majors are used to making difficult decisions about their
work. Many of the students are
in Advanced Studio Art, which
is a mostly self-directed class that
grants majors the freedom to express themselves however they
choose.
“If you’re taking a painting or
sculpture class, you have more spe-
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Nicholas Anania ’14, above in his studio, said his installation will put viewers “in a very distinct and separate place.”
cific assignments and obviously,
you have to work within one medium. The cool and kind of stressful thing about advanced studio
is that you get to do whatever you
want,” Shattuck said. “That’s good
and bad because when you can do
anything, it’s kind of intimidating
to figure out what’s important and
what [you] want to focus on. So it’s
been a challenge for me to figure
out what direction I want my work
to take.”
Taking advantage of his artistic freedom, Nicholas Anania ’14,
illustrator for the Collegian, seized
the opportunity to display his first
installation art piece, describing it

as “an attempt to put you in a very
distinct and separate space.”
“When I first turned the installation on to see if it would work,
it was three in the morning and I
hadn’t slept in two days, but it just
worked,” Anania said. “Maybe it
was the sleep deprivation, but it
was very moving to me, and I was
very excited.”
Although students have the
ultimate say in terms of their art,
professors are willing and ready to
talk with students about the artistic process.
“Kenyon’s program is so special
because it is so close-knit and the
professors are able to give the stu-

dents so much attention, and that’s
really invaluable and priceless,”
Watnick said. “I think there are
such boundless opportunities that
the program has to offer students.
It’s very student-driven, based on
what the students’ interests are and
what they’re looking to do.”
Ultimately, the art majors look
forward to showing their work to
the Kenyon community.
“I [can’t wait] to share my work
with my friends, who don’t really
make it over to the studio often,
because I’m here all the time and
am always working on art,” Shattuck said. “It’ll be exciting to show
off what I’m doing.”

Playing the pipa: Chinese Music Ensemble debuts
GWENDOLYN LLOYD
STAFF WRITER

This semester, a group
of
Kenyon
students
learned to play the zheng,
the pipa and the yanquin.
Never heard of them? Neither had Kenyon, at least
until this year. All three
are traditional Chinese
instruments taught in the
newly-offered
Chinese
Music Ensemble class,
which performed last Saturday at noon.
Led by Visiting Assistant Professor of Asian
Music and Culture Mei
Han, the ensemble, who
performs on Han’s instruments, plays traditional music along with
20th-century
contemporary Chinese music.
Their styles range from
Shanghai tea house music
to Cantonese pieces. The
works they performed,
which vary in tempo, melody and instruments, are
those which are tradition-
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The Ensemble is led by Visiting Assistant Professor Mei Han.
ally mounted by Chinese
music ensembles. In addition, members stressed
that they tried to achieve
a cultivated sound, which
ensemble member Stephen
Sigmier ’16 described as
“more quiet, more layered”
than music prior to the
Cultural Revolution.
However, because instrumentation
between

different groups varies
along with experience
levels, the sound can also
vary. In the case of this
ensemble, there are some
plucked string, bowed
string and wind instruments. Performers were
matched with instruments
based on their prior musical experience.
Professor Han’s goal for

the semester was for her
students to “experience
different instruments, different sounds [and] different music making.” Although the members of the
ensemble went above and
beyond achieving these
goals, their effortlessness
in performing does not
convey the difficulty of
learning the music.
Han, who is a former
concert soloist on the
zheng, a plucked zither
instrument, said taking
Chinese along with performing in the ensemble
is “a great parallel.” In
particular, the traditional
Chinese instruments are
made to imitate vocals,
and the performers must
bend notes, or alter their
pitch, in order to do so. To
be able to pick up on these
nuances in such a short
time is an incredible feat.
The instruments with
which they were practicing were difficult to learn,

particularly for those
without musical backgrounds.
“It is a huge challenge
to take on a new instrument,” Han said. “These
instruments are all concert
instruments with techniques which have been
perfected for hundreds, if
not thousands, of years.
Chinese musicians each
basically take on one instrument, and then they
spend their entire life perfecting one instrument.
I’m asking my students
to perform something in
three months. It’s a huge
challenge.” The ability to
learn these instruments,
let alone perform eight
pieces this past weekend,
is impressive.
Sigmier, who plays the
sheng — a reed wind instrument consisting of
various pipes — decided
to join the group because
it was less pressure than
joining a group where ev-

eryone has been playing
for years and because of
how different it is from
any other group on campus.
“It’s a lot of fun to hear
music you haven’t heard
before, and you can learn
something new,” Sigmier
said.
Although the group
began the semester with
no prior experience playing their instruments, it
did not seem to hinder
their progress. Sigmier
said the best part of the
group was “learning together and hearing ourselves improve,” especially
when they heard distinctive wavering sounds of
Chinese music in their
playing.
Both Han and Sigmier
were enthusiastic about
the class and encouraged
anyone interested to join.
“Don’t be intimidated by
[the instruments],” Sigmier said. “It’s a lot of fun.”
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Fall Dance Concert to explore issues of sociology, gender
VICTORIA UNGVARSKY
STAFF WRITER

The stage of the Hill
Theater glows bright orange and blue as the deftly talented dancers glide
across its surface. The
students are preparing for
the upcoming Fall Dance
Concert, a showcase of
student and faculty creativity garnered throughout the course of the semester, including two
senior thesis pieces.
The show f lows seamlessly, as students and faculty have been working
on the production since
the start of the semester.
About three weeks into
the academic year, the
Dance Department held
auditions to find student
performers for the show,
drawing from those presently enrolled in technical dance courses. The
groups have been meeting
for four hours every week
since.
“Even though all the
pieces are modern, there
is a wide range of styles.
You get to see students
coming from all fields of
study performing,” Associate Professor of Dance
Julie Brodie said.
Student work dominates the production,
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The Fall Dance Concert will showcase eight pieces, including two senior theses. Dancers auditioned in September.
with five out of the eight
dances choreographed by
students. Bailey Johns
’14 and Sandro Aravena
Perez ’14 are presenting
choreography as part of
their senior theses. “For
[ Johns’s] piece, she took
photographs of different
dances and used this as
the impetus to create the
material for her dancers,”
Brodie said. Aravena’s
piece focuses on gender
issues.
The other choreographers are Eden Deering ’14, Rebecca Varnell

’15 and Colin McArthur
’15, along with Assistant
Professor of Dance Kora
Radella Feller, Visiting
Assistant Professor of
Dance Elizabeth Carter,
and Brodie.
“It will be a really interesting exploration of
movement and creative
expression,”
Phoebe
Carter ’17, who is a student dancer performing in Elizabeth Carter’s
dance, said.
The dances are predominantly in modern
styles and range from

Renegade impresses
with God of Carnage

RACHEL SWEENEY
STAFF WRITER

“Intimate” would be an excellent word to describe last
weekend’s God of Carnage,
produced by Renegade Theater. The fully-lit, homey main
room of Weaver Cottage created an inclusive an distinct
environment which encouraged the audience to laugh —
an ideal setting for playwright
Yasmina Reza’s black comedy
of clashing couples.
The two showings of Carnage marked the beginning of a
new season for Renegade Theater, an entirely first-year campus theatre company. Passed
down each year to a new set of
first years, Renegade provides
an excellent opportunity for
students new to the Hill to get
involved in theater at Kenyon.
This production, directed by Henry Quillian ’17 and
stage managed by Marc Ferraro ’17, was no exception. Friday night’s performance was
carried by a small ensemble
of enthusiastic performers and
benefitted from a receptive audience.
Originally written in French
in 2006, God of Carnage has
been translated and produced
around the world by small and

large companies alike. This
production took its script from
the play’s 2009 Broadway run,
which won three Tony awards.
The small-cast dramedy was
a smart choice for a Renegade
production — simple in terms
of overall production but smart
and rich in story.
The play tells the story of
a meeting between two couples to discuss a fight between
their children that eventually
devolves into drunken chaos.
The four cast members, Henry
Nash ’17, Alice Stites ’17, Andrew Perricone ’17 and Zoe
Andris ’17, were well suited for
their roles as two very different, but equally neurotic, couples.
Attendees expecting a Kenyon College Dance and Dramatic Club-caliber production
may have left disappointed, but
Renegade does not necessarily
exist to produce professionallevel shows.
Many first-year students often find it difficult to get involved in theater at Kenyon,
and Renegade provides an accessible gateway for them that
might not exist otherwise.
More power to them — especially if they keep producing
shows like God of Carnage.

the emotional to abstract. One piece, choreographed by McArthur, features dancers
in black body suits who
manipulate the world
around a sleeping young
girl. However, perhaps
the most intriguing part
of the upcoming event is
the act one closing piece
known as “Lynchtown,”
choreographed by Brodie.
“Lynchtown,” originally created by Charles
Weidman in 1936, plays
with the ideas of mob
mentality and lynching

in America. Brodie recreated the work based off
of the notated score of
the dance. “The theme
is still relevant,” Brodie
said. Even though the
piece was originally created nearly 80 years ago,
its themes still ring true
in modern times.
The final performance
of “Lynchtown” on Saturday will be punctuated by a faculty panel
during intermission. In
attendance will be Associate Professor of Sociology Jennifer Johnson,

9

Assistant Professor of
English Jené Schoenfeld,
Professor of Sociology
and Legal Studies Ric
Sheffield, Professor of
Drama Jon Tazewell and
Visiting Assistant Professor of Psychology Andrea
White. During intermission, the audience will
engage in open conversation with the faculty
members and discuss the
themes of the piece. Brodie hopes it will provide
new depth to the performance.
As the performance
date nears, the students
and faculty are excited to
finally present their hard
work to the Kenyon community. “It’s been really
exciting to watch it develop and be involved in
the process,” Carter said.
“The best part of being
involved in the Fall Dance
concert is seeing how all
of the pieces evolve from
simple ideas to complex
compositions,”
Megan
Darnell ’14, a dance major performing in Aravena’s piece, added.
The Fall Dance Concert opens tonight at 8
p.m. at the Hill Theater, with following performances on Friday and
Saturday.

Quartet dazzles with tough pieces
MICHAEL BURTEN
CONTRIBUTOR

It’s never been quite clear to me
as to why the fashion for performers
of classical music has always been
black-on-black (as far as I can tell)
— but, nonetheless, as the members
of the Chase Quartet walked on
stage to applause, it seemed rather
appropriate. There was nothing funereal in their attire, only a modesty that bespoke the philosophy
of music-first performer-second, a
philosophy all but lost in this modern age of the cult of celebrity and
the artist-as-art mentality.
The crowd quieted quickly as
the four sat down and began tuning. Stage right were Andrew
Stewart ’15 and Alayne Wegner
’17 with their violins in hand; and
stage left sat David Hoyt ’14, who is
also the Collegian’s chief copy editor,
tuning his viola quietly, and Jeremy
Fuller ’14 dragging his bow across
thick cello strings. In a moment
they were ready and, with a breath,
began.
Over the course of the performance, the quartet played three
pieces: Schubert’s String Quartet
No. 12 in C minor, D. 703 (1820),
Borodin’s String Quartet No. 2 in
D Major (1881), and Prokofiev’s
String Quartet No. 2 in F Major, Op. 92 (1941). Looking at the
set list, I wondered how the musical choices served some thematic
function, but, as the performance
continued, I stopped wondering
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The Chase Quartet, which performed in Brandi Hall, formed in September.
and started enjoying purely for the
music’s sake. Stewart’s performance
as first violin was superb, but it was
made possible only by the assiduous
technicality of Wegner’s job on second violin. Hoyt and Fuller played
their respective instruments with
virtuosic clarity and composure,
but it is not the individual talents of
the musicians that makes a quartet
function.
During the Schubert piece, the
four players seemed — if not shaky
— new. It was clearly a difficult bit
of music, frenetic and alive with
huge emotional shifts and fancy
fingerings. Stewart made an impressive show of it and the rest of
the quartet played along beautifully, but I wasn’t sure if they had
really congealed into the well-balanced unit a quartet needs to be in

order to function. But, through the
Borodin and Prokofiev pieces, the
Chase Quartet showed that beyond
each of their individual talents lies
a strong tendency toward teamwork. Neither Borodin’s romantic
piece nor Prokofiev’s modern Soviet
composition could have been performed by a group of talented musicians playing together. They had to
be played by a quartet, and that is
exactly who played them.
When they finished, the crowd
jolted up into a raucous standing
ovation. Each member of the quartet looked tired, relieved and happy
in the way only performing live can
make anyone feel; and, after more
than an hour’s worth of playing,
they deserved it. The audience was
all smiles and so were they. It was a
good night for music.
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Memories of hitchhiking ride benches bring nostalgia
LIAM REILLY
STAFF WRITER

The ride to Mount
Vernon may be short, but
it can be absurdly difficult to secure.
Students without cars,
or perhaps more regularly those who find they
lack friends with cars, or
who haven’t yet memorized the shuttle schedule, have a difficult time
leaving Gambier.
This is a problem that
generations of Kenyon
students have faced, and
a problem that once had
a solution.
From
the
1940s
through the 1970s, both
Mount
Vernon
and
Gambier had a bench,
together known as the
“ride benches.”
The ride benches were
used by students, faculty
and locals alike and were
used for getting from
one town to the other.
Any passersby who
noticed someone sitting
around the Gambier or
Mount Vernon bench
would pick them up and
drop them off at the other bench.
“We would sit on
the bench,” remembers
Thomas Stamp ’73, Kenyon’s College Historian
and Keeper of Kenyoniana, “which was right
in front of the Alumni
House. It always seemed
like a smart thing back
then.” Alumni House
was located where the

Kenyon Inn is today,
and the sister bench in
Mount Vernon was located “at the first crossing when you get out
to town, the one-way
street,” Stamp said, referring to the crossroads
of Gambier and Gay
Streets.
Interestingly enough,
Stamp remembers the
wait being longer on the
Gambier side. “If there
was a wait, it was more
on the Gambier end than
the Mount Vernon end,”
Stamp said.
The bench had been
around for some years
before women were admitted to Kenyon. With
their arrival in 1969
when the Coordinate
College was established,
Kenyon became much
more aware of student
safety, so much so that
a curfew and a sign-out
system to leave dorms
became a college policy.
When the College
was still single gender,
the administration did
not feel that hitchhiking was much of a security issue; with women,
however, they quickly
changed their minds,
getting rid of the benches in the 1970s.
Yet funny stories of
the benches are still
remembered by both
male and female alumni. An alumna of the
f irst women’s class, Liz
Forman ’73, said, “My
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A student waits in Mount Vernon for an unpredictable ride to the Gambier ride bench prior to the creation of Kenyon’s shuttle system. The ride benches were means of transportation for students from the 1940s to 1970s.
favorite [bench] story
[is] with [ John Crowe]
Ransom … he was a
gardener, had gone in
to the local store to get
some gardening tools,
he had on his gardening clothes, picked up
a student, who, assuming that this was a local
farmer, because that’s
what he looked like,
chatted away. I think
Ransom said something
like ‘What are you, are
you a student at Kenyon?’ And they started
talking about who were
the good professors at
Kenyon, and then, they
went on about how good
it was to have an edu-

Senior Class Total:

21

Nate Lotze ’14

cation, and Ransom
agreed ‘Oh yes … that’s
true.’ When the student
got out, his friend asked
him, ‘Do you know who
you were riding with?
You were riding with
the editor of the [Kenyon] Review!’”
As Forman’s anecdote
illustrates, farmers gave
students lifts as well.
Stamp remembers some
stories from times he
travelled to Mount Vernon.
“I was picked up by
a farmer at least once.
I think he was just going home. As I remember, he wasn’t going out
of his way, so he prob-

Junior Class Total:

ably had a farm east of
Gambier. What I do
remember is that he’d
been hauling manure, so
he still smelled,” Stamp
said.
The ride bench allowed students to go
shopping, go out to eat
and enjoy all that Mount
Vernon has to offer.
When the benches
were removed, both locals and students were
disappointed — it offered a nice way to get
into town and it was one
of the only opportunities
for the two communities
to mix.
Since its removal,
students have quickly

forgotten about the ride
benches, partly due to
the availability of the
shuttle that goes between Mount Vernon
and Gambier.
Still, the benches will
remain a lasting memory for past Kenyon students. An anonymous
post from the Class
of ’74 said on www.
classprojects.kenyon.edu
that the drivers “trusted the people on the
bench, and you trusted
the people picking you
up, because it was a local custom. I gather, it
was really a local college
custom … it was a really
wonderful thing.”

Sophomore Class Total: First-Year Class Total:

26

19

28

Alex Koch ’15

Rachel Mitchell ’16

Kyra Baldwin ’17

What nationality was the
original Santa, or “Sinterklaas?”

Dutch

German

Austria

Dutch

What year was the first New
Year’s ball drop in New York
City?

1907

1946

1934

1962

1963

How many candles are on a
menorah?

Nine

Nine

Nine

Nine

16

What was the name of
Carly Rae Jepsen’s holiday
single?

“Mittens”

“I Saw Mommy Kissing
Santa Claus”

“Santa Baby”

“Call Me Santa”

“Santa Baby”

1

1

2

Weekly Scores

Yugoslavian

0
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SCOREBOARD
MEN’S SOCCER

SWIMMING AND DIVING

NOV. 23

at

MESSIAH COLLEGE

GRANTHAM, PA.
L 2-1

vs

TPSC INVITATIONAL

GAMBIER, OHIO
2ND PLACE (M&W)

Swimmers finish second at invite
ALEX PIJANOWSKI
STAFF WRITER

This past weekend, Kenyon’s swim teams hosted
the Total Performance Swim
Camps Invitational, with Kenyon finishing second in both
the men’s and the women’s
divisions. In both cases, the
teams were topped by the
University of Pennsylvania
Quakers. Several records fell
over the course of the weekend; four were claimed by
the Quakers, and one by the
Lords.
Harrison Curley ’15 had
a historic performance in the
200-yard backstroke. His finals time of 1:45.80 broke
the pool record. Although he
acknowledged being aware
that his personal best time
was close to the record, Curley said his focus was not on
chasing the top time.
“I just wanted to win,” he
explained. “I just wanted to
beat the guy next to me, see
what [time] I could go and
that’s it.” Curley, who also
owns the record for the 400yard individual medley and is
in his first year at Kenyon after transferring from the Division I University of Florida,
said he has felt welcomed by
his teammates and coaches
this season.
Other Kenyon men with
stellar swims included Trevor
Manz ’17, who placed second
in the 200-yard breaststroke
and second in 200-yard individual medley, and his brother

Kenyon women’s basketball was in action over Thanksgiving break, beating Earlham
College and Case Western
Reserve University (CWRU)
before falling to Ohio Valley
University (OVU) 70-67. The
Ladies then took down Hiram
College and Allegheny College to open conference play
this past Saturday and Tuesday.
Despite falling behind 10-0
to start the game against Earlham, Kenyon came back to tie
the game at 38 at halftime. In
the final half of play, Kenyon
pulled away and emerged with
an 86-66 victory.
Kenyon then traveled to
Cleveland to face CWRU,
crusing to an 81-52 victory.
Led by senior Co-Captain
Maureen Hirt’s 21 points,
Kenyon shot over 50 percent
from the field and 48 percent

MEN’S BASKETBALL

DEC. 10

vs

ALLEGHENY COLLEGE

GAMBIER, OHIO
W 78-63

DEC. 10

vs

ALLEGHENY COLLEGE

GAMBIER, OHIO
W 80-75

KC ATHLETICS
IN BRIEF
Men’s Soccer
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Austin Caldwell ’15 swam the freestyle leg for Kenyon’s second-place 200-yard medley relay.
Wes Manz ’15, who placed
fourth in 100-yard freestyle.
Joe Guilfoyle ’15 finished
third in 500-yard freestyle.
“I’m really excited for this
team, just because of the energy I see with everybody and
the way we’ve been attacking
practice well all year,” Wes
Manz said.
The women’s team was
also came close to breaking
some records. Katie Kaestner
’16 won the 100-yard breaststroke and the 200-yard backstroke and her time of 1:02.77
in the 100 was extremely
close to the current record of
1:02.43. For her dominant
performance, Kaestner was
awarded the North Coast
Athletic Conference Swimmer of the Week award.
“It’s an honor and it’s nice
to be recognized for the hard
work, but there is still more to
come, ” Kaestner said.
Also turning in fantastic

swims was Mariah Williamson ’16, who was second in
the 500-yard freestyle, and
fourth in the 400-yard individual medley and 200-yard
butterfly.
Many team members said
they benefited from being
well rested for this meet. Although the competition lasted
three days, it was preceded by
a week of Thanksgiving break
and then a week of taper,
which is a period of training
during which yardage and intensity are decreased.
“It was definitely nice to
have some time to sleep more
over break, and I think that it
was a good mental break before the next couple weeks and
months, which will be very
difficult,” Williamson said.
Neither the men’s nor the
women’s teams will compete
again until next semester.
They will both participate in
the Washington University

Quad Meet on Jan. 7, 2014
in Sarasota, Fla. In the meantime, the team plans to continue training with intensity
and focus. Head Coach Jess
Book ’01 said the nature of
the training will now shift to
“race-specific work,” and that
strategy will be a priority. The
workout regimen will involve
a team trip to Florida to train
together over part of winter
break.
Book said he wants his
swimmers to appreciate their
successes this weekend, but is
making sure to remind them
that they’re not done.
“This is not the focus of
the season,” he said. “We are
not focused on this past weekend, but it’s a nice chance to
swim fast, get some feedback
on where we are, and most
importantly, it’s just another
stepping stone along the way
to Conference in February
and NCAAs in March.”

from beyond the arc against
CWRU.
Next, Kenyon tipped off
against OVU and the College
of Mount Saint Joseph (MSJ)
in the Marietta College Tournament. Kenyon fell to OVU
on the first day when OVU
made a layup and the impending free throw in the closing
seconds to seal the 70-67 win.
Head Coach Suzanne Helfant noted that the team did
not follow up on the defensive
side of the court.
“I did think that, offensively, we moved the ball very well
and we were able to get some
good looks at the basket, and
we did shoot at a high percentage,” Helfant said. “I think our
demise was that we didn’t play
great defense in that game; we
didn’t play team defense.”
The next day, Kenyon defeated MSJ 74-64 in the tournament’s consolation game.
“That’s one of the best parts

of basketball,” Co-Captain
Maggie Boelter ’14 said. “It’s
that something like that happens, it was tough, but the next
day we had another opportunity to prove ourselves and we
did a really good job.”
This past Saturday, Dec. 7,
Kenyon opened up conference
play at Tomsich Arena against
Hiram College. In the first
half, the Ladies defeated the
Hiram defense with tactful
ball movement, giving their
shooters great looks at the basket. Taking advantage of their
open shots, Kenyon jumped
out to a 54-30 lead at halftime.
The Ladies maintained
momentum in the second half
and cycled through their roster
in the process, with the Kenyon bench outscoring that of
Hiram 49-24 en route to a 9161 victory.
Kenyon then faced Allegheny Tuesday, Dec. 10. Applying an aggressive full-court

press throughout, Allegheny
took advantage of multiple
turnovers from the Kenyon
offense to keep the game tied
at 20 midway through the first
half. Three minutes later, Lauren Kriete ’15 made a threepointer from the top of the arc
with a defender’s hand in her
face to extend Kenyon’s lead
to 10. Allegheny, however,
brought the game to within
four at 39-35 to close out the
half.
Undeterred by Allegheny’s
rally, Kenyon held the lead for
the rest of the game, reducing Allegheny to a meager 25
percent from the field in the
second half. A Meredith Williams ’16 jump shot extended
Kenyon’s lead to 11 and put
the game out of reach in the
78-63 win.
The Ladies will have a
three-week break before playing Mount Vernon Nazarene
University on Dec. 31.

Women’s basketball beats Allegheny
NOAH GURZENSKI
STAFF WRITER

WOMEN’S BASKETBALL

DEC. 5-7

The Lords soccer team ended its season with a 2-1 loss to
Messiah College on Saturday, Nov. 23 in the Sweet 16 round
of the NCAA Division III tournament. Messiah went on to
win the 2013 national title, its 10th in the last 13 years.
“You can’t fear them, because if you fear them, you are
toast,” Head Coach Chris Brown said of the message passed
to his team heading into the contest.
Messiah started strong, registering a goal within the first
three minutes. “It was a great shot, but it was a little fortuitous
how it dropped at the [Messiah] player’s feet,” Brown said.
Kenyon bounced back with a goal just before halftime by
Nate Petrou ’15 after a mixup in Messiah’s backline. However, Messiah regained control and scored a late-game winner to send the Lords packing.
Despite the loss, the Lords made their presence felt
against the best team in the nation. “They were very complimentary towards us, and I know they spoke to other coaches
about us too; we caused some problems,” Brown said.
Kenyon finished with an overall record of 16-5-3, the program’s highest win total since 1996. In the final coaches’ poll
of the season, the Lords were rewarded for their great season
and were tabbed as the No. 14 team in Division III.
“Obviously, losing the seniors will be difficult, but we return the bulk of the team,” Brown said. “There is the potential for success. I think the guys will be highly motivated to
replicate what they did, and that is key.”
— Esteban Bachelet

Cross Country
Just before Thanksgiving break, the Ladies cross country
team sent one of its best runners to compete in the NCAA
Division III Cross Country Championship on Nov. 23 in
Hanover, Ind.
Co-Captain Jenna Willett ’14 ended her Kenyon athletic
career in the 6K course placing 86th out of 280 participants
with a final time of 22.31.1. Willett averaged 3:46 minutes
per kilometer during the entire race, and fell only 13 seconds
behind pace with the winner of the race for the first two kilometers.
Willett’s time earned her spot at the championships with
two top-10 finishes to close out the regular season. The first
race was a second-place finish out of 97 runners at the North
Coast Athletic Conference (NCAC) Championship, and
the second was a 10th-place slot out of 244 runners in the
NCAA Great Lakes Regionals.
Willett closes out her Kenyon career with a number of
awards and accolades, including four All-NCAC selections,
three All-Region honors and being named an All-American
in her junior year.
— Reed Dickerson

Volleyball
Katie Charles, head volleyball coach for the last six years,
was dismissed Nov. 18 after her team went 7-42 over the past
two years. Co-Captain Sierra DeLeon ’14 said Charles was
asked to resign Nov. 18 and notified the team the next day.
“We feel bad for her as a human being,” DeLeon said.
“But at the same time I think that some of us feel the program needs a change.”
DeLeon, who was named to the all-conference second
team this year, speculated that Charles was leaving because
of the team’s poor record and lack of improvement.
“Despite our coach’s devotion to the team — and she really did devote herself to the team — I think there was a really basic lack of communication and understanding,” DeLeon said.
Director of Athletics Peter Smith said via email that a
committee, on which he serves, will search for a new coach
over winter break. He said finalists for the position will meet
the team in early January.
— Ian Round

INSIDE: Women’s basketball chomps Gators, P. 11
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Football’s Brackett honored for dedication to service

enal,” Brackett said. “Having one or
two more hands in the classroom to
[help them] teach is really integral to
improving the quality of the school.”
Brackett was one of just three
NCAA Division III student-athletes
to be named to the Good Works
Team. Competition for a spot on the
team was fierce.
“We have to pick 22 kids out of
the hundreds [of nominations] that
we get,” said Dan Keats ’97, Director
of Integrated Marketing Communications at the Allstate Corporation.

“It’s intense. David’s resume stood
out among all the others.”
Keats made the trip to Gambier
to personally present the award to
Brackett. Like Brackett, Keats was
an offensive lineman for the Lords
during his time at Kenyon.
“This is the first time I’ve [attended one of these awards ceremonies],”
Keats said. “I said, ‘I’m getting on a
plane for this one.’ To be able to present the award, and if nothing else, to
shake [Brackett’s] hand as a representative of Allstate but also as attached
to the school, is a very proud moment
for me. … This is really special.”
Good Works team honorees will
assemble in New Orleans, La. in
the final days of December, where
Brackett and his new teammates will
participate in a service project. On
New Year’s Eve, they will be honored at halftime of the Allstate Sugar
Bowl. The presentation of the team
will take place on national television.
In addition to being named to the
Good Works Team, Brackett also
served as one of the captains of the
2013 Kenyon football team. Hailing from Ahoskie, N.C., Brackett
has earned a first team, second team
and honorable mention All-North
Coast Athletic Conference selection
during his collegiate career. Brackett,
along with Kenyon teammate Ryan
Rosen ’14, was also selected to play
in the Tazón de Estrellas (Bowl of the
Stars) in Monterrey, Mexico, where
they will represent the United States
against Mexican college football allstars on Dec. 21.

the ball in my scoring areas,”
Nwadibia said.
Julian Pavlin ’14 had a strong
game with 15 points, five assists, two steals and two blocks.
Brian Lebowitz ’14 also chipped
in with 18 points in 21 minutes.
Though the Lords came up just
short in these two games, the
outlook was not entirely negative for the team, as the Lords
out-rebounded their opponents
in both games and averaged
nearly 80 points per game.
“We have gotten off to a
bumpy start; a couple of calls
didn’t go in our favor and balls
didn’t bounce in our direction,”
Nwadibia said. “But you know
what, that’s basketball. To get
some more wins on our record
we need to play with more urgency and confidence on the
defensive end. Once we do that,
we will see a major improvement in our overall gameplay.”
In the two games since,
it appears the team is taking
Nwadibia’s sentiments to heart.
After holding on for an important one-point conference road

win at Oberlin (64-63) last
Wednesday, the Lords returned
home on Saturday, Dec. 7 for a
showdown with conference rival Hiram College. With Kenyon leading at the half, 34-30,
Hiram closed the gap to one
point with just under 15 minutes to go in the game. A 10-2
run over the next three and a
half minutes allowed Kenyon to
take control for the rest of the
game. Lebowitz led the Lords
with 18 points, 11 rebounds and
three blocks. Nwadibia scored
10 of his 13 points in the second
half and pulled down seven rebounds.
The Lords improved to 3-0
in conference play with an 8075 come-from-behind win over
Allegheny College on Tuesday,
Dec. 10. They will hit the court
again tomorrow night at 7:30
p.m. at Kenyon’s Tomsich Arena against Albion College. After the Albion game, the Lords
will take a short hiatus before
playing in the New York University Holiday Classic in New
York City on Jan. 3-4.

RICHARD PERA
STAFF WRITER

On Friday, Nov. 15, David Brackett ’14 arrived at Wiggin Street Elementary, where he has been volunteering for the last two years. He was
instructed to head for the gym, where
Heather Waugh’s second grade class
was supposedly doing a science experiment. Brackett, who normally
worked with the students in their
classroom, knew that something was
up.
“It seemed a little weird,” he later
said with a smile. “The hallways [of
the school] are never that quiet.”
Brackett entered the gymnasium
to be surprised by several hundred
people: the entire faculty and student
body of Wiggin Street, representatives from the College administration and Athletics Department, the
coaching staff of the Kenyon football
team and many of his teammates.
Brackett was presented with
a trophy, officially naming him a
member of the Allstate American
Football Coaches Association Good
Works Team. A panel of college
football coaches, media figures and
academic institution officials annually assemble this group of serviceoriented student-athletes, composed
of two 11-man teams: one of NCAA
Football Bowl Subdivision studentathletes, and the other comprised of
individuals from the NCAA Football Championship Subdivision,
NCAA Divisions II and III and the
National Association of Intercollegiate Athletics.

PHOTO BY SAMANTHA FALCHOOK

David Brackett ’14 received his award for being a member of the Allstate Good Works Team in a surprise ceremony.
During the award presentation,
Brackett saw his second graders sitting in the gym bleachers. They
had decorated signs that spelled out
“THANK YOU DAVID.” He
asked the students to join him at the
podium, and they all ran up to him
with big smiles, giving him hugs.
“No matter how little the action
or the activity, you can be helpful in
so many different ways,” Brackett
said. “Whether it’s adding a math
problem [or] tying a shoe, those little things [help]. They’re so young;

they’re soaking everything up like
sponges.”
While assisting at Wiggin Street,
Brackett was so moved by mentoring grade schoolers that he convinced
his football teammates to volunteer.
He has also worked at Flying Horse
Farms, a camp near Mount Gilead,
Ohio founded by Paul Newman ’49
for children battling serious illnesses.
Brackett said he hopes his award will
inspire Kenyon students to volunteer,
particularly at the elementary school.
“These teachers here are phenom-

Men’s basketball remains perfect in conference with win
BEN PAYNER
STAFF WRITER

After a Thanksgiving break
that saw the Lords drop two
close games to Muskingum
University and Earlham College, 82-80 and 86-84 respectively, the team bounced back
in post-break conference play —
maintaining a perfect record in
the North Coast Athletic Conference.
The Muskingum game was
a classic back-and-forth battle,
with the largest lead by Muskingum holding at seven points
early in the first half. With
four minutes left in the game,
a three-pointer by Jonathan
Amador ’15 put the Lords up
by four. But turnovers on three
straight possessions allowed
Muskingum to take the lead.
Turnovers and free throws
ultimately doomed the Lords.
Muskingum converted the
Lords’ 14 turnovers into 16
points. Muskingum also shot
27-30 (90 percent) from the free
throw line, while the Lords went
18-28 (64.3 percent).

COURTESY OF KENYON ATHLETICS

Brian Lebowitz ’14 had 18 points for the Lords in the loss to Muskingum.
The Earlham game was a different story, as the Lords fought
back from a nine-point halftime
deficit. Earlham caught fire in
the first half, going 16-26 from
the field, including a staggering 12-16 from behind the arc,
leading to the deficit. Though
Earlham’s shooting slowed in
the second half, the Lords were
ice-cold from behind the arc.
For the game, they made five
three-pointers on 25 attempts.

But like the Muskingum game,
untimely turnovers in the last
two minutes helped Earlham
grab a road victory.
Ikenna Nwadibia ’14 continued his blistering pace with 22
points and 13 rebounds on 9-16
shooting, notching his fifth
double-double of the season.
“I have been very aggressiveminded on the offensive end to
start the season and my teammates have been getting me

